
How to operate
Tips & tricks to become a GMT grapple
saw PRO

Academy

Good luck with your next tree job!!                            Making Tree Work Safe and Efficient



Introduction
This document has the objective to learn
the basics how to operate the GMT 
grapple saw as a professional operator.

If you want to learn more, please also take 
a look at:

▪ Making your tree felling plan

▪ TTC-system vs fixed grapple saw



Content
▪ Start-up checks

▪ Your first tree

▪ Standard grapple saw moves

▪ TTC grapple saw moves

▪ Special moves



Start-up checks

Quick checklist on your equipment before starting your tree job



Start the tree job with:
▪ Check saw oil level

▪ Check condition of:
▪ Saw bar …is it straight?
▪ Chain…is it sharp?
If not, please replace for maximum performance!

▪ Check basic functionality by operating all functions
▪ Rotate left/right
▪ Grapple open to tilt-up position.......does grapple saw frame tilt-down slowly?
▪ Grapple close and saw-function….does saw bar retract completely?

Cold winter conditions? 

Warm-up your grapple saw by operating all grapple saw functions. DO NOT operate saw function 
longer than a normal cut would take to prevent damage to the grapple saw system.



Grapple saw with TTC-system:

▪ Remote control (if applicable):
▪ Check battery… is it fully charged?
▪ Check connection transmitter vs receiver

▪ Check TTC-system:
▪ Operate grapple open function to tilt-up position to charge TTC-system
▪ Activate TTC-system (brake)
▪ Move crane upwards with TTC-system activated…. does grapple saw move upwards as well?
▪ Operate all grapple saw functions in this position with TTC-system active

You are now ready to start your tree job!



Your first tree

Basic operating instructions first tree job with the GMT grapple saw



Built-up your grapple saw confidence:
▪ Practice to learn and become a pro

▪ Start in a calm and remote area with room 
for mistakes

▪ Start with small trees which are easy to 
reach with your crane

▪ Start to learn standard grapple saw function 
without TTC first

▪ https://youtu.be/GjLiqP0iIFI
▪ This is your basic knowledge you refer to in every 

situation
▪ TTC system is just a tool which provides you with 

extra tree cutting moves

https://youtu.be/GjLiqP0iIFI


Maximum tree height
The maximum length which may be cut is limited to 6 meter (20 
feet) or shorter when the maximal allowed weight has been reached 
first.

The maximal height of a tree which can be removed safely is limited 
to the diameter of the wood and the maximum length of the 
hanging load. 

Below an example of a quick height estimation of a tree that could 
be removed:
1. A 10m crane has a reach for tree cutting of: 9 meter | 30 feet

2. The crane is placed on a column: 3 meter | 9 feet

3. Maximal length of the hanging load: 6 meter | 20 feet

This results in a maximum height of the tree: 18 meter | 59 feet

9m

3m

Max 

6m



Positioning your crane
▪ Positioning your crane is a crucial part to do the tree job safe and efficient. 

▪ When positioning please consider:
▪ Can I safely reach all branches with respect to the load capacity of your crane
▪ Can I safely reach all branches regarding adjacent objects
▪ Where do I stack my branches?

▪ Prevent unnecessary crane moves close to adjacent objects

▪ Mark your working area to keep spectators safe.

▪ Prior to cutting always make sure nobody is within the RISK-zone of your tree 
working area…..including you!!!

For more background on determine RISK-zone, safety-zone and working area, see 
your GMT user manual or tutorial: “Making your tree felling plan”. 

For specific questions, simply contact us at: info@gmt-equipment.com



Maximum load
For the GMT grapple saw (and all other tree work cutting attachments): 

▪ The greatest danger is underestimating the weight of the tree or branch being 
sawn. After sawing, the load will tilt-down and becomes a hanging load for the 
machine!

▪ At all times the maximum load mentioned in the load chart is decisive!

The GMT grapple saw is designed to enable cutting small tree pieces reducing the 
risks in tree work and stresses to your crane. 

A commonly used method to determine the maximum load that can be cut is:
▪ Find the maximum load mentioned in the load chart of the crane and subtract the weight of 

the grapple saw set.
▪ Then 50% of the weight that is left will be the maximum load of the limb or branch which is 

allowed to be removed.
▪ To make an efficient tree job at least a load 250kg should be feasible.



Cutting diameter
▪ Supporting the operator 

on work side

▪ When the claws of the 
grapple are placed 
around the tree or 
branch and the claws 
are fully enclosing the 
wood the diameter is 
smaller than;

▪ GMT035: Ø35cm [Ø13,8”]
▪ GMT050: Ø50cm [Ø19,7”]

Lifting reference table GMT035 

Lifting reference (Metric system) 

  Length for 500 kg stem Length for 1000 kg stem 

Type of 
tree 

Average 
density of 
1 m3 fresh 

green wood 

Weight stem 
Ø 13,8" 

[Ø 35cm] 

tree without 
foliage 

Ø 13,8" [Ø 
35cm] 

with foliage 
(50% red.) 
Ø 13,8" [Ø 

35cm] 

tree without 
foliage 

Ø 13,8" [Ø 
35cm] 

with foliage 
(50% red.) 
Ø 13,8" [Ø 

35cm] 

  [kg/m3] [kg/m] [m] [m] [m] [m] 

Pine 673 65 8 4 15 8 

Spruce 625 60 8 4 17 8 

Larch 769 74 7 3 14 7 

Willow 865 83 6 3 12 6 

Birch 913 88 6 3 11 6 

Beech 865 83 6 3 12 6 

Ash 849 82 6 3 12 6 

Alder 721 69 7 4 14 7 

Oak 1009 97 5 3 10 5 

Poplar 609 59 9 4 17 9 

 

From user manual :
lifting reference GMT035



You decide tilt-down direction !
▪ The GMT grapple saw has the advantage to be able to grasp a tree piece from every 
direction

▪ YOU determine which side to be approached so YOU determine which direction it 
will tilt-down! 

Approaching tree piece from the left results in tilt-

down to the right side of the tree!

Approaching tree piece from the right results in tilt-

down to the left side of the tree!



Where do I start?
Some basic grapple saw rules:

▪ Cut small pieces

▪ Work top to bottom

▪ Keep the tree in balance

▪ Make room in canopy of tree to avoid grapple 
saw and crane hitting other branches

▪ Work as much as possible sideways
▪ This prevents the grapple saw from hitting the 

crane beam
▪ Gives a better view on your cutting
▪ Approaching tree piece from its right side gives you 

the best view on the saw coming out



WARNING:

From this direction grapple saw might

hit crane beam when swinging down 

after cutting bigger/heavier tree pieces!

Difficult position to work from. Tree piece might hit jib when swinging down.

V V

X

?



Standard grapple saw
moves

How to work safe and efficient with the standard GMT grapple saw



The basic moves
▪ Grapple open

▪ Grapple tilt-up

▪ Grapple close

▪ Activate saw

▪ Rotate

▪ Move crane



The single cut (vertical stem)
Operating sequence of a single cut:

▪ Move grapple towards branch to be cut

▪ Rotate grapple saw in the right direction

▪ Open grapple saw to tilt-up position

▪ Quickly grab tree/branch and make sure grapple saw can center itself
▪ When you do not grab tree/branch fast enough, grapple saw will start tilting-down and you 

have to restart this step.

▪ Do not lift or move to avoid tension in the crane!

▪ Activate saw function and complete the cut

Take your time to position the grapple saw well before the cut, preventing 
problems afterwards!



The single cut (vertical)



Grapple saw centering
After grabbing a tree piece, you have found out the grapple saw 
did not center itself:

▪ Hold on to the branch by opening the grapple just a little bit

▪ Move crane so grapple saw is in the right position

▪ Close grapple again and complete single cut sequence

When grapple saw cannot be repositioned because grapple saw 
has tilted-down too much simply restart single cut sequence.

When you are facing problems continuously, you can change 
tilt-down speed by  adjust setting of valve number 7. 



The single cut (diagonal branch)
Operating sequence of a single cut:

▪ Move grapple towards branch to be cut

▪ Rotate grapple saw in the right direction

▪ Open grapple saw to tilt-up position matching the angle of the branch
▪ Until saw casing is touching the branch!

▪ Quickly grab tree/branch and make sure grapple saw can center itself
▪ When you do not grab tree/branch fast enough, grapple saw will start tilting-down and you 

have to restart this step.

▪ Activate saw function and complete the cut

When there was some tension when grapple holding the branch during cutting, 
activate grapple close function again when cut is completed to make sure branch 
will not slip in the grapple.



The single cut (diagonal branch)



Re-positioning grapple saw
After grabbing a tree piece, you find out the grapple saw (or crane) are in wrong 
position:

▪ Hold on to the branch while opening the grapple a little

▪ Move crane in order to re-position grapple saw
▪ Grapple saw will slide on the branch to be cut

▪ Continue single cut sequence

This way you can re-position grapple saw on a branch:

▪ Slide grapple saw closer to the stem

▪ Make sure tilt-down is in the right direction



Saw bar recovery move
With all the tips & tricks in the book, still 
your saw bar might get jammed:

▪ Only use rotator function left or right 
carefully

▪ DO NOT move/lift crane!
▪ DO NOT open/close grapple

▪ Check whether saw bar has retracted

▪ Restart saw function when needed to 
complete cutting sequence

V

Warning !



The 90% cut
Make a 90% cut when you want to influence and secure the tilt-down direction :

▪ Follow single cut sequence

▪ Stop cutting at 90%

▪ Let saw bar retract itself

▪ Move crane in direction you want branch to go to

▪ Brake last 10% of the cut by using rotator function

The 90% cut also helps you to prevent saw bars getting damaged. With a 100% 
cut the saw bar might get stuck behind the branch and will not retract anymore. 



The 90% cut

90%

X
V



The double cut
When the tree jobs progresses, you might run into the limitations of the single 
cutting diameter of your grapple saw. Making a double cut might be a solution:

▪ Warning!! Always take maximum load into account before performing a multiple 
cut on bigger tree pieces.

▪ It is possible to take bigger tree pieces by making a double or even a tripple cut.

▪ To do this you have to be able approach the tree from both sides to ensure a 
clean and complete cut. 

▪ The second cut should be at the same height or a little bit higher to prevent saw 
from jamming. 

▪ The maximum cutting diameter possible perfroming a double cut are:
Model Saw blade length Single cut max.

cutting Ø
Double cut max.

cutting Ø

GMT 035 (old) 46cm – 18,1” 35cm – 14” 53cm – 20,8”

GMT035 (new) 52cm – 20,5” 40cm – 16” 60cm – 23,6”

GMT 050 64cm – 25,2” 50cm – 20” 72cm – 28,3”



The step cut



Cutting without grabbing
Sometimes it comes in handy to perform a cut without grabbing the branch. This 
might be the case when stacking branches or loading a container:

▪ Close grapple

▪ Move grapple saw to the branch to be cut

▪ Activate saw function

▪ Move crane towards the branch when saw bar coming out is pushing grapple saw 
away from the branch



Cutting without grabbing



Multiple branche cut
Cutting when multiple branches are held in the grapple increases the risk of chain 
snapping off the saw bar. Still this might be a favorable move when stacking 
branches on a pile or when cutting bushes. Reduce this risk by:

▪ Hold multiple branches firmly

▪ Activate saw function shortly

▪ Let saw bar retract after first branch is cut 

▪ Branch will resettle in the grapple

▪ Activate saw function again shortly…..again….and again

▪ Repeat procedure of small/quick cuts till all branch are separated



Multiple branche cut



The final cut
When your tree job is almost finished with only 
the trunk left, safe your chain life span: 

▪ Do not cut with grapple saw last 2 metres of 
the tree. This might be full of dirt, sand and 
salt.

▪ Close grapple on top of the trunk and cut 
this piece manually

▪ Remove the trunk with the grapple function 
only V

X



Grapple function only
When loading/unloading is an important part of the job at 
a certain time, prevent the saw function to be activated:

▪ Move grapple saw to a position you can reach it by hand 
easily

▪ Shut off base machine before reaching out to the 
grapple saw

▪ Close ball valve on the grapple saw

Now saw function is shut off and you can do your loading 
job without the risk off saw function to be activated.



TTC grapple saw
moves

How to work safe and efficient with the GMT TTC grapple saw



The TTC moves
▪ Grapple open

▪ Grapple tilt-up

▪ Grapple close

▪ Activate saw

▪ Rotate

▪ TTC-system OFF / ON

▪ Move crane



TTC basics 
The GMT TTC-system is designed for holding tree branches in position after 
cutting. Soon afterwards users discovered new possibilities for felling and pruning 
of trees with it. Whatever move you make, always remember the TTC basics:

▪ Learn the standard GMT grapple saw moves first

▪ The TTC “hold” capacity is limited

▪ Operate grapple open function until tilt-up position to charge your TTC-system
▪ You can use TTC-system 5 times
▪ Recharge TTC-system by operating grapple open function again

▪ All standard grapple saw functions are available with and without TTC-system 
activated

▪ Make sure grapple saw can center itself before cutting starts

▪ Always a 100% cut is necessary when using TTC-system! 



TTC basics: charging TTC-system

V
X



Maximum load TTC
▪ The TTC will allow to hold a tree branch in any position by blocking the tilt-

cylinder and linkage between rotator and crane tip

▪ Factory set hold capacity is limited to 500kgf*m (approx. 5000 Nm)

▪ Weight, length and angle of a tree piece determines whether you can hold this 
in position or not!!!

TTC capacity = F * D = max 5000Nm 

Distance [m]

Force [N]



Maximum load TTC
▪ Influence Centre of Gravity (COG):



Options for operator (1)
▪ Better safe than sorry!

▪ When your TTC hold capacity is critical simply take smaller cuts:

Distance = 50%

Force = 50%

Distance = 100%

Force = 100%

Always number 1 option to choose from!

Required TTC capacity = 25%



Options for operator (2)
▪ Approach differently:

Distance = 50%

Force = 80%

Required TTC capacity = 40%

Distance = 100%

Force = 100%

v

Own weight of grapple saw works 
as a counter weight reducing Force

Grapple saw movements:
• Move jib alongside branch
• Rotate grapple towards crane
• Open grapple saw to tilt-up 

position
• Grab branch without TTC-

activated so grapple can center
itself

• Activate TTC when cutting starts



Options for operator (3)
▪ Move jib upwards directly after cutting:

Distance = 100%

Force = 100%

Distance = 50%

Force = 100%

Required TTC capacity = 50%



The single TTC cut 
Operating sequence of a single TTC cut:

▪ Move grapple towards branch to be cut

▪ Rotate grapple saw in the right direction

▪ Open grapple saw to tilt-up position

▪ Quickly grab tree/branch and make sure grapple saw can center itself
▪ When you do not grab tree/branch fast enough, grapple saw will start tilting-down and you 

have to restart this step.

▪ Activate saw function first

▪ Activate TTC-system directly afterwards

▪ Complete the cut and remove the branch



The single TTC cut

1

2

3



Freeze grapple saw tilt-angle
Positioning the grapple saw into the tree is the most important item. Sometimes 
you have to tilt-up the grapple saw in a certain position, but you need more time to 
position the crane afterwards.

By activating the TTC-system, you can freeze the grapple saw to prevent it tilting 
down. This way you have all the time in the world to bring the grapple saw to the 
branch and grab it.

WARNING: do not forget to release the TTC for a moment before cutting to ensure 
the grapple can center itself!!!



Freeze grapple saw tilt-angle

1

2

3

4

!!!



Tip for telehandler users
Hold the jib as much horizontal as possible when positioning the grapple saw into 
the tree.

This way you prevent the grapple saw from hitting its limiters and also gives you 
more options to move your crane after cutting to get the tree piece safely away 
from the tree.

V
X



Upside down TTC cut 
When you want a cut a branch which cannot be reached from above, (for example 
road height clearance); use the TTC-system to position your grapple saw: 

▪ Make sure TTC-system is charged

▪ Move crane or jib pointing to the ground

▪ Activate TTC-system

▪ Move crane/jib upwards with TTC-system activated 

▪ Grab branch to be cut by closing the grapple

▪ Release brake for a moment to enable grapple saw to center
▪ Use the standard re-position move if needed

▪ Complete cut according the single TTC cut sequence

WARNING: lower crane first before releasing TTC-system to prevent grapple saw 
hitting the crane beam!!!



Upside down TTC cut

1

2

3

4

1

2

1

2

1

2
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!!!



Tilt-down brake
When you lowered your crane beam but still 
tree piece is most likely to hit the crane beam 
when swinging further down: :

▪ Use TTC-system as a tilt-down braking system

▪ Make sure TTC-system is fully charged before 
the cut

▪ Move crane downwards as much as possible

▪ Switch TTC-system Off/On with minimum 
interval



Sideways TTC cut 
Use the TTC-system to position your grapple saw in any position you want: 

▪ Make sure TTC-system is charged

▪ Position grapple saw gently on the floor

▪ Move crane or jib so the grapple saw is tumbling in the direction you want to grab 
a branche

▪ Activate TTC-system

▪ Move crane/jib upwards with TTC-system activated 

▪ Grab branch to be cut by closing the grapple

▪ Release brake for a moment to enable grapple saw to center
▪ Use the standard re-position move if needed

▪ Complete cut according the single TTC cut sequence



Sideways TTC cut (positioning the grapple)

WARNING: make sure TTC-system is fully charged first before starting this move!



You are ready 
to go now. 
Good luck!

Go to
on our website for more 
tutorials, tips and tricks

GMT Academy

https://www.gmt-equipment.com/gmt-academy.aspx


Making Tree Work Safe and Efficient


